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Abstract: Serine integrases are emerging as one of the most powerful biological tools for biotechnol-
ogy. Over the past decade, many research papers have been published on the use of serine integrases
in synthetic biology. In this review, we aim to systematically summarize the various studies ranging
from structure and the catalytic mechanism to genetic design and interdisciplinary applications. First,
we introduce the classification, structure, and catalytic model of serine integrases. Second, we present
a timeline with milestones that describes the representative achievements. Then, we summarize
the applications of serine integrases in genome engineering, genetic design, and DNA assembly.
Finally, we discuss the potential of serine integrases for advancing interdisciplinary research. We
anticipate that serine integrases will be further expanded as a versatile genetic toolbox for synthetic
biology applications.
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1. Introduction

As the genetic information carrier, DNA plays the core role in leading mRNA tran-
scription, directing protein translation, and programming cellular behaviors. The variable
change of DNA sequences may reprogram life to confer desired characteristics. Over the
past two decades, synthetic biology, which focuses on (re)designing and (re)constructing
new biological parts, devices, systems, and organisms, has emerged with intense demands
for simple, reliable, and efficient DNA manipulating tools [1]. To meet this demand, syn-
thetic biologists have concentrated on the study of site-specific DNA-modifying enzymes
that can catalyze DNA variations with precision, prediction, and high efficiency [2].

Recombinases are DNA-modifying enzymes that recognize specific double strand
DNA sequences and catalyze DNA–DNA site-specific recombination. Comparing and
aligning the recombinase amino acid sequences indicate two subfamilies of recombinases
with distinct catalytic mechanisms: tyrosine recombinases and serine recombinases (also
called serine integrases). Tyrosine recombinases cleave single-strand DNA and form cova-
lent 3′-phosphotyrosine bonds [2,3] with the DNA backbone and rejoin DNA strands via a
Holliday-Junction-like intermediate state, whereas serine integrases cleave double strand
DNA and form covalent 5′-phosphoserine bonds [2,4,5] with a DNA backbone and perform
as an “assembly cleavage-rotation-ligation-disassembly” process [2]. In comparison to
some tyrosine recombinases with similar DNA recognition sites and reversible reactions
(e.g., Cre [6], and FLP [3,7]), serine integrases can recognize and catalyze recombination
events between two different and specific DNA sites (approximately 50 bp for each) called
attP (attachment site in Phage) and attB (attachment site in Bacteria). Depending on the
orientations of attP/attB sites, serine integrases can catalyze DNA sequences as deletion,
integration, recombination, and inversion [8]. In general, serine integrase-based DNA re-
combination is a one-way irreversible reaction; however, this reaction can be reversed when
a kind of accessory factor protein (Recombination Directionality Factor, RDF) exists [9].
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With the fast development of synthetic biology, serine integrases have been used as
one of the powerful genetic tools with their unique features of site-specific, orthogonality,
irreversibility, high affinity, and high efficiency [8,10]. Serine integrases are widely used in
diverse ways, including genome engineering, biological part and genetic circuit design, and
DNA assembly. Moreover, serine integrases also advance multidisciplinary research such
as chemical engineering, materials science and engineering, and biomedical engineering.

This review summarizes representative serine integrase-associated synthetic biology
research achievements over the past decade. We highlight their innovative designs and
potential challenges and envision how serine integrases will accelerate synthetic biology
and other interdisciplinary fields in the following decades. We also discuss the engineering
framework of the “design-build-test-learn” cycle for creating novel approaches with serine
integrases to alter living organisms. Finally, we boldly imagine how serine integrases will
extend the synthetic biology field and where serine integrases can be utilized beyond life.

2. Mechanism of Site-Specific Recombination Mediated by Serine Integrases

Serine integrases are usually discovered from bacteriophages for catalyzing their DNA
integration into the recipient genome via site-specific recombination events between the
attP–attB attachment site pairs [11]. When integration is finished, two new sites are formed:
attL (attachment site on the left) and attR (attachment site on the right). When the host
(e.g., bacteria) is converted to a lysogenic state, the prophage will evade the bacterial
chromosome by expressing serine integrases with RDFs, which leads to a periodic reverse
recombination event [8].

The general structural model and catalytic domains/motifs of the serine integrase
subfamily have been identified clearly (Figure 1a) [12,13]. The NTD (N-Terminal cat-
alytic Domain) contains highly conserved residues including serine (catalytic residue),
tyrosine, and arginine [14]. NTD performs its function by cleavage and ligation during
the recombination process (Figure 1b) [14]. The flexible αE domain plays an important
role in the DNA-protein binding process [15]. RD (Recombinase Domain) mediates the
attachment between attP/attB sites and the serine integrase monomer [15]. ZD (Zinc ribbon
Domain) [16,17] leads to the conformationally distinct of integrase–attP and integrase–attB
complexes; CC (Coiled-Coil motif) [15,18], which is embedded in the two ZDs, can assemble
the two complexes of “attP-serine integrases dimer” and “attB-serine integrases dimer” to
form a DNA-protein homologous tetramer [14,19]. A recently proposed structural model
showed the recombination event containing six steps: (1) DNA-protein dimerization [19],
(2) assembly of tetramer complex [19–21], (3) double strand DNA cleavage within 2 bp
overhangs [8], (4) complex 180◦ rotation [20,22,23], (5) DNA re-ligation [20], and (6) disas-
sembly of tetramer complex [13] (Figure 1b).

RDF is a small protein encoded by bacteriophages that can alter the recombination
direction [24]. Some serine integrases and their paired RDFs have been characterized
such as Bxb1 (RDF: gp47) [25], phiC31 (RDF: gp3) [26,27], phiBT1 (RDF: gp3) [28], A118
(RDF: Gp44) [29], and TP901-1 (RDF: orf7) [30]. When RDF exists, a possible model of
reverse recombination indicates that RDF may bind to CCs to prohibit the internal dimeric
DNA-protein interaction (Figure 1c) [15].
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Figure 1. Domains and proposed recombination model of serine integrases. (a) General structural 
domains and motifs of serine integrases. NTD: N-Terminal catalytic Domain; αE: flexible linker; RD: 
Recombinase Domain; ZD: Zinc ribbon Domain; CC: Coiled-Coil motif. ZD is embedded between 
the two ZDs; CC is divided into two antiparallel helical segments. (b) Proposed model of serine 
integrase-mediated recombination. First, integrase dimers specifically bind to attP or attB site de-
pending on the ZD binding position. Second, dimer–attP and dimer–attB complexes will be auto-
matically assembled as homologous tetramer by stabilization between CCs interaction. Third, inte-
grase monomers cleave attP and attB sites and form 5′-phosphoserine linkages, DNA half-sites, and 
3′ dinucleotide overhangs (2 bp). Then, PL-BL or PR-BR dimeric complexes will rotate 180° along 
the horizontal axis. After that, PL-BR and BL-PR dimeric complexes will be formed by ligation be-
tween DNA strands, called attL and attR. Finally, the CCs will be conformationally changed and 
form a new internal interaction along with the same DNA double strand rather than two heterolo-
gous DNA strands, which leads to disassembly and inhibits reversible exchange. (c) Proposed struc-
tural model of serine integrase-mediated reverse recombination. RDFs bind to CCs and alter the 
integrase–attL and integrase–attR internal interactions. The released CCs may interact with each 
other located on two heterologous DNA strands and reassemble again. 

3. Orientation of att Sites 
As the origin of serine integrases, bacteriophages facilitate their invasion via site-spe-

cific circular DNA integration and later convert into a lysogenic state to excise (delete) 
their linearized DNA from the host genome by co-existence of integrase and RDF (Figure 
2a) [11]. This process inspires researchers to rearrange the orientation of attP/attB sites to 
utilize them for other synthetic biology and bioengineering applications. For example, 
when attP/attB sites are located in two different linearized DNA, the two strands will ex-
change partial fragments specifically to create two recombined DNA strands (Figure 2b) 
[31]. This strategy can also be developed as multiple linear DNA assembly in one pot [32]. 
In addition, when recombination occurs between two circular DNA (e.g., plasmids), these 

Figure 1. Domains and proposed recombination model of serine integrases. (a) General structural
domains and motifs of serine integrases. NTD: N-Terminal catalytic Domain; αE: flexible linker; RD:
Recombinase Domain; ZD: Zinc ribbon Domain; CC: Coiled-Coil motif. ZD is embedded between the
two ZDs; CC is divided into two antiparallel helical segments. (b) Proposed model of serine integrase-
mediated recombination. First, integrase dimers specifically bind to attP or attB site depending on the
ZD binding position. Second, dimer–attP and dimer–attB complexes will be automatically assembled
as homologous tetramer by stabilization between CCs interaction. Third, integrase monomers cleave
attP and attB sites and form 5′-phosphoserine linkages, DNA half-sites, and 3′ dinucleotide overhangs
(2 bp). Then, PL-BL or PR-BR dimeric complexes will rotate 180◦ along the horizontal axis. After
that, PL-BR and BL-PR dimeric complexes will be formed by ligation between DNA strands, called
attL and attR. Finally, the CCs will be conformationally changed and form a new internal interaction
along with the same DNA double strand rather than two heterologous DNA strands, which leads
to disassembly and inhibits reversible exchange. (c) Proposed structural model of serine integrase-
mediated reverse recombination. RDFs bind to CCs and alter the integrase–attL and integrase–attR
internal interactions. The released CCs may interact with each other located on two heterologous
DNA strands and reassemble again.

3. Orientation of att Sites

As the origin of serine integrases, bacteriophages facilitate their invasion via site-
specific circular DNA integration and later convert into a lysogenic state to excise (delete)
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their linearized DNA from the host genome by co-existence of integrase and RDF
(Figure 2a) [11]. This process inspires researchers to rearrange the orientation of attP/attB
sites to utilize them for other synthetic biology and bioengineering applications. For
example, when attP/attB sites are located in two different linearized DNA, the two
strands will exchange partial fragments specifically to create two recombined DNA strands
(Figure 2b) [31]. This strategy can also be developed as multiple linear DNA assembly
in one pot [32]. In addition, when recombination occurs between two circular DNA (e.g.,
plasmids), these two molecules will be assembled into a merged, large circular DNA [33].
When RDF exists, the merged circular DNA can be disassembled and separated into two
independent circular DNA molecules (Figure 2c). Furthermore, when attP/attB sites are
oppositely located in the same DNA strand, serine integrases (with or without RDFs)
enable the inversion of the internal DNA sequence (Figure 2d) [8]. In summary, depending
on the orientation of attP/attB sites, serine integrases can rearrange DNA sequences as
integration/deletion, recombination, assembly/disassembly, and inversion.
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[47], binary counting module [48], genetic cascades [49], “keys match locks” model [50], 
and cellular differentiation circuits [41,42,51]. 

Another serine integrase utilization is in vitro linear DNA assembly for defined pur-
poses. In 2014, Colloms et al. first reported a strategy for constructing metabolic pathways 
via assembling multiple linearized DNA fragments by orthogonal serine integrases [32]. 
Furthermore, other achievements obtained during the last decade consist of genome en-
gineering (e.g., one-step integration [52], SIRE toolbox [53], CRISPR-Cas plus serine inte-
grase for large DNA genome manipulation [54,55], and non-model bacterial genome en-

Figure 2. Serine integrases with different att site orientations. Serine integrases catalyze attP and
attB recombination to make attL and attR sites. When integrases and RDFs exist simultaneously,
the direction will be reversed. (a) Integration mediated by serine integrases, and deletion when
RDFs exist. (b) Recombination between two linear DNA strands. (c) Circular DNA assembly and
disassembly. (d) Inversion of internal DNA sequence located in att sites. Red arrow: direction of
internal DNA sequence.

4. Recent Achievements of Serine Integrases in Synthetic Biology

In 2000, the landmarks in synthetic biology were the inventions of the genetic toggle
switch [34] and repressilator [35]. Despite the traditional applications of serine integrase in
genomic engineering, a series of serine integrase-associated synthetic biology research has
recently emerged to utilize them for developing new biotechnologies, toolboxes, genetic
circuit design, life programming, and other multidisciplinary fields.

In 2012, Bonnet et al. first created a rewriteable recombinase addressable data (RAD)
module, which utilized serine integrases and excisionases to invert DNA sequences (e.g.,
promoter) as reversible inversion [36]. This innovative design opened the next decade
of emerging studies of serine integrases in synthetic biology (Figure 3). Next year, two
papers reported significant designs, which were inspired by electronics engineering. Siuti
et al. [37] and Bonnet et al. [38] brought Boolean logic circuits to serine integrase-based
genetic logic circuit design (e.g., AND, OR, and NOT gates). Meanwhile, Bonnet et al.
reported a genetic amplifier via the RNA polymerase flow by the programmable serine inte-
grases [38]. After that, a series of serine integrase-based biological parts and genetic circuit
designs were established nearly every year, for instance, genetic memory circuits [37,39,40],
population-based logic circuits [41,42], state machines [43], synthetic feedback loops [44],
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comprehensive layered circuit systems [45,46], coding sequence manipulation [47], binary
counting module [48], genetic cascades [49], “keys match locks” model [50], and cellular
differentiation circuits [41,42,51].
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Another serine integrase utilization is in vitro linear DNA assembly for defined pur-
poses. In 2014, Colloms et al. first reported a strategy for constructing metabolic pathways
via assembling multiple linearized DNA fragments by orthogonal serine integrases [32].
Furthermore, other achievements obtained during the last decade consist of genome en-
gineering (e.g., one-step integration [52], SIRE toolbox [53], CRISPR-Cas plus serine in-
tegrase for large DNA genome manipulation [54,55], and non-model bacterial genome
engineering [56]), bioinformatics-assisted design (e.g., automatic circuit design [57] and
systematic discovery of new recombinases [58]), engineering living materials (e.g., amyloid
pattern [59], and DNA brush [60]), plant engineering [61,62], imaging cell lineage [63], and
living therapeutics [64,65].

5. Serine Integrase Applications

Depending on the purposes, serine integrases can be utilized as DNA manipulation
tools both in vitro and in vivo. First, serine integrases are broadly developed as diverse
genome engineering tools in different hosts (e.g., bacteria [66], yeast [67], mammalian
cells [68–71], animals [63,72], and plants [61,62,73,74]), and catalyze various reactions (e.g.,
integration and deletion) (Figure 4a). Second, serine integrases inspire the creative designs
of new biological parts (Figure 4b) and the assembly of comprehensive genetic circuits
(Figure 4c). Furthermore, orthogonal serine integrase systems enable in vitro assembly of
either linear DNA (Figure 4d) [32] or circular DNA (Figure 4e) [50]. Both can produce large
biobricks and assemble several independent modules for the designed applications, for
example, the biosynthesis of carotenoid [75], erythromycin [76], and the co-expression of
chromoproteins [50].

5.1. Genome Engineering

Chromosomal DNA carries genetic information for programming organisms’ behav-
iors. It is important to use precise and efficient methods for modifying and manipulating
chromosomes. Currently, several strategies have been used for genome engineering, yet
each has its own advantages and disadvantages. First, transposons enable random in-
tegration into chromosomes and are suitable for cell library construction [77], but they
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lack precise and predictable recombination properties. Second, recA-dependent DNA
crossover reaction provides a way to recombine DNA strands at any desired locus in the
chromosome [78]; however, its efficiency is not good enough. Third, Lambda-Red-mediated
homologous recombination, which relies on DNA fragments with short (approximately
50 bp) homology arms, and the Lambda-phage proteins Exo, Bet, and Gam provide an
efficient, alternative way to delete or replace native chromosome DNA sequence [79];
however, its ability to recombine more than 2.5 kb DNA fragments is profoundly difficult
and also it might be not suitable for most eukaryotic organisms. Finally, the recently de-
veloped CRISPR-Cas systems [80,81] and derived DNA editing technologies empowered
researchers with more flexible methods, but a versatile protein-RNA/DNA complex might
lead to off-target activity, which potentially cause unpredictable harm to the hosts.
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Figure 4. Application of serine integrases in different ways. (a) The development of serine integrase-
based genome engineering strategies includes exogenous DNA integration and genome sequence
manipulation (e.g., deletion and inversion). (b) Designs of new biological parts with programmable
serine integrases as controllers. (c) Serine integrase-based genetic circuits organize multiple biological
parts to achieve more complex functions in living cells. In general, engineered circuits consist
of several input signals, multilayered genetic regulators (including logic gates, amplifiers, and
memory modules), and diverse output signals. Meanwhile, the host organism can be programmed
into predictable states (e.g., S1–S5 means different states: state 1 to state 5). Serine integrases are
represented by A and B. (d) Assembly of linear DNA fragments require the matched attP/attB sites
localized on fragment ends. Orthogonal serine integrases or orthogonal 2 bp overhangs should be
engineered and applied. (e) Assembly of circular DNA (e.g., plasmids) requires orthogonal attP/attB
sites located in different DNA molecules. Multiple rounds of assembly can produce predicted and
complicated larger plasmids.

Serine integrase-mediated attP–attB site-specific single integration depends on the
pre-existed attB site (pseudosite) [82] on the host chromosome (or post-integrated attB
site) and attP site on the exogenous DNA sequence. For instance, in 2013, St-Pierre et al.
developed a one-step DNA-chromosome integration system: the initial target strain with
several engineered orthogonal attB sites could be recombined with integration vectors
(consisting of one attP site, one cloning module, and one FLP-excisable integration module)
to enable strain carrying expected biobricks (Figure 5a) [52]. Also, with the assistance of
CRISPR-Cas technologies, post-integrated attB sites could be generated by twin prime
editing [55] or Cas9 nickase-reverse transcriptase fusion protein [54].
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Figure 5. Serine integrases mediate genome engineering. (a) Single-site integration: pre- or post-
existed host chromosomal attB site and exogenous circular DNA (contains attP site and genes of
interest (GoI)) can be recombined as genome integration. (b) Double-site recombination and integra-
tion: two orthogonal attP/attB pairs (the pairs are from two distinct serine integrases, respectively, or
the pairs are derived from one serine integrase with two different 2 bp overhangs with orthogonality)
can be both recombined by serine integrases as genome integration. (c) Inversion: DNA sequences
can be inverted by serine integrase-mediated attP/attB recombination to produce attL/attR sites,
while when RDFs exist, reversible recombination from attL/attR sites occurs and reproduces attP/attB
sites. Red arrow: direction of internal DNA sequence. (d) Deletion: the internal DNA sequence
localized between two attP/attB sites can be deleted from genome.

Another approach reported by Snoeck et al. presented a methodology called SIRE,
which utilized single serine integrase with two orthogonal attP/attB pairs (the 2 bp cleavage
overhangs are different) to knock-in target DNA sequences (Figure 5b) and up to 10.3 kb
gene cluster could be successfully knocked into the E. coli MG1655 genome. Additionally, a
SIRE-based yeast knock-out method has also been successfully developed [53]. To achieve
the inversion of genomic DNA, the target sequence should be localized into one pair of
attP/attB sites (Figure 5c). Recent studies exhibited the example of inversion (approximately
40 kb sequence) in human cells [55]. Some other studies reported the successful fusion of
inactivated Cas9 (dCas9) [83] with integrases to achieve the functions (genomic deletion and
integration) with alternative guide RNAs rather than specific att sites, which represented a
step toward programmable, scarless, and flexible genome editing strategies [84,85].
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5.2. Biological Parts

Biological parts can be defined as specific DNA sequences that encode for unique
biological functions. Biological parts can be classified as basic parts and composite parts.
A basic part is considered as a minimal element like the promoter, ribosome binding site,
coding sequence, terminator, insulator, and attP/attB site. A composite part works as a
well-ordered organization with several basic parts [86]. Some representative composite
parts are the operator [87], toggle switch [34], repressilator [35], and allocator [88].

Regarding serine integrase-associated biological parts, they are generally organized
with irreplaceable attP/attB sites and other alterable basic elements. In 2013, Bonnet et al.
proposed a “genetic amplifier” concept organized with serine integrases and orthogonal
RNA polymerases (Figure 6a) [38]. A weak input could be amplified within genetic logic
gates, producing a stronger output signal by serine integrase-mediated RNA polymerase
conversion in the E. coli strain. Moreover, subsequent research by Courbet et al. extended
this part’s application for detecting pathological biomarkers in human clinical samples [89].
Then, Zhao et al. reported a serine integrase (with or without RDF)-based binary to decimal
converter module that N latches could exponentially count to 2N − 1 (Figure 6b) [48]. This
module could be regulated reversibly and efficiently by inducible (pTet and pBAD systems)
serine integrases and their RDFs. After multiple repeated operations, the module still
worked well with a high recombination efficiency of more than 90%. Then, Bernabé-Orts
et al. expanded the toggle switch model into the plant and developed a whole plant memory
switch with phiC31 and its RDF (Figure 6c). Such a module was assembled with two coding
sequences and one reversible, attP/attB altered terminator-promoter part [62]. This research
extended the toolbox for plant synthetic biology [61,90]. Another notable design by Ba et al.
proposed a model called “keys match locks” [50]. This biological part design was built up
with the ordered composition by attP/attB sites, promoters, and terminators (Figure 6d).
The schematic model could be programmed by three orthogonal serine integrases, which
acted as “keys”, and the designed parts performed as “locks”. When attP-attB deletion
occurs, the inner terminator sequence could be deleted irreversibly. Until all terminators
were deleted and promoters were present, the “keys” were matched with “locks” and the
downstream output signals could be generated. Like the mentioned “binary to decimal”
design, this model was similarly able to utilize limited input signals to generate exponential
output signals as N to 2N − 1. Lastly, serine integrase-based biological part regulation
was utilized in eukaryotic cells for imaging cell lineage. Chow et al. [63] constructed a
system named integrase-editable memory by engineered mutagenesis with optical in situ
readout (intMEMOIR), which enabled researchers to reconstruct cell lineage relationships
in cultured mouse cell lines and flies (Figure 6e). The serine integrase-mediated barcode
design could be changed into up to 59,049 different states, which can be imaged and
analyzed with single-cell clonal history, spatial-temporal location, and gene expression.

5.3. Genetic Circuit Design

Organisms are nearly all-organized with intelligent genetic codes. Well-regulated
genetic circuits enable life to rapidly respond to environmental signals. Synthetic biologists
are seeking genetic circuits and trying to engineer them toward minimal leakage, maximal
response threshold, simple regulation strategies, and extended circuit classifications [87].
In general, genetic circuits are organized by multiple basic biological parts, and circuit
dynamic properties are displayed by the cooperation of multi-layered parts [91]. Most
protein-based regulators are proteins that interact with DNA and ligands. For example,
lactose-responded lacI repressor can interact with a specific DNA site called lacO [87].
However, these regulatory proteins are unable to modify DNA sequences permanently.
Serine integrase-associated genetic circuits have been widely engineered as permanent
layers.
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Figure 6. Engineered biological parts with serine integrases. (a) A weak input signal induces
expression of weak RNA polymerase. After serine integrase-programmed regulation, strong RNA
polymerase (for example, T7 RNA polymerase) can be expressed and facilitate strong outputs. The
“logic gate” part consists of orthogonal attP/attB sites and terminators, which are manipulated by
programmed orthogonal serine integrases. (b) A binary-to-decimal converter enables N inputs to be
2N − 1 outputs. The red, green, and blue triangles indicate orthogonal attP/attB sites, and the red,
green, and blue arrows indicate RFP, GFP, and CFP, respectively. In this model, Zhao et al. proposed
that three orthogonal serine integrases (with or without RDFs) could alter the module into eight
different states with the decimal numbers 0 to 7 [48]. (c) Design of genetic memory switch in plants.
This module consists of two coding sequences and one reversible part (attP/attB sites, terminator, and
promoter). Integrase and its RDF can catalyze reversion to control ON/OFF states. (d) A “keys match
locks” model is organized with “locks” modules and “keys” integrases. The matches of orthogonal
serine integrases with att sites are supposed to be “keys”, and the ordered composition of attP/attB
sites, promoters, and terminators are recognized as distinct “locks”. When supposed terminators
are excised and promoters still remain, this situation means “keys” correctly match “locks” and the
downstream output signals will be generated. (e) Integrase-editable memory barcodes enable cell
lineage reconstruction. In this scheme, the original single cell with “initial barcode” (left) is organized
with ten different barcode parts (right). Each part is organized with two inverted attP sites and
one attB site. When serine integrases exist, the barcode will be either deleted (black) or inverted
(blue), and as a result, one barcode can be converted into three different states and ten barcodes can
theoretically generate 310 = 59,049 states. FISH readout methods enable barcode detection and cell
lineage reconstruction.

In 2013, Siuti et al. proposed synthetic genetic circuits that associated serine integrases
with logic gates and memory circuits in living cells [37]. For proof of concept, two orthogo-
nal serine integrases Bxb1 and phiC31 were utilized to build up several Boolean logic gates
like AND, OR, and NOT gates (Figure 7a). A simple demonstration was the regulation
of a promoter–terminator(s)–output circuit. Serine integrases regulated these circuits via
reversion/deletion of basic parts, while the GFP fluorescence signal could be measured
as an output signal. This study represents a serine integrase-based genetic circuit design
milestone, inspiring others to design many more complex circuits (e.g., multiple layers
with diverse inputs and outputs [46]) to control cells’ behaviors. Afterward, Yang et al.
expanded the memory circuits by identifying 34 new phage integrases and several engi-
neered memory switches were built up that could record up to 1.375 bytes of information
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(Figure 7b) [39]. This achievement demonstrated that multiple orthogonal integrases could
be programmed, and the genetic information could be permanently recorded in living
cells. Then, Hsiao et al. presented a two-input temporal logic gate that could sense and
record the order of the inputs, the timing between inputs, and the duration of input pulses
(Figure 7c) [42]. The overlaps of two orthogonal integrases’ attP/attB sites enabled E. coli
cells to produce distinct output signals referring to altered input times, which provided a
time-dependent, integrase-based genetic circuit design. Furthermore, a population-level
distribution containing multiple single cells could be utilized to deduce the order, timing,
and duration of transient environmental inductions. To meet this demand, Roquet et al.
developed the genetic state machines in living cells to regulate complex gene expression, in
which three inducible serine integrases could make one strain to be converted into sixteen
different states by the variation of orthogonal attP/attB orders (Figure 7d) [43].
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Figure 7. Serine integrase-based genetic circuit design. (a) Representative Boolean logic gates of
AND, OR, and NOT, showing the principle of serine integrase-based genetic circuit design. Two
orthogonal attP/attB pairs by serine integrases can alter the orientation of promoters and genes
of interest. (b) Design of identification strategy for potential bacteriophage integrase candidates.
The possible attP/attB sites are ordered on the same DNA landing pad called memory array. Each
primer pair binds to the intermediate between attachment site pairs and can be amplified by PCR if
inverted. PCR products indicate the activity and specificity of each serine integrase and its correct
attachment site pair. (c) Temporal logic gates can be modified by serine integrases either at the same
time or at a distinct time. Only two orthogonal integrases can cause five different temporal events.
(d) Three inducible serine integrases (represented as A, B, and C) can result in sixteen different states
in one living cell. The induction order determines which state the cell should be in (S1 means state
1, others were in a similar way). (e) An engineered negative feedback loop is constructed with one
promoter, one pair attP/attB site, one output signal GFP, and alternative RDFs. The serine integrases
are expressed under another inducible system to regulate their relative amount. When the single
cell is in the initial state (up), GFP and RDFs are co-expressed and accumulated. When the cell is in
the second state (down), RDFs reach a suitable amount and the “serine integrase + RDF” complex
will take hold and catalyze a reverse reaction that converts the cell back to its initial state. In general,
each cell is independently dynamic alternating; however, the cell population may act as a balanced
state. (f) A programmed genetic cascade is ordered with several single layers. Each layer contains
one recombinase with its matched attP/attB sites and one reporter gene (fluorescent proteins). Once
the cascade is triggered, the first layer will be activated that causes the expression of reporter 1 (BFP)
and recombinase 1 (R1). When recombinase 1 is accumulated beyond a threshold, it will delete layer
1 by attP1/attB1 site-specific recombination and leave one gap. Then, the promoter will trigger layer
2 and repeat the same reaction in sequence. After rounds, a genetic cascade will be accomplished and
the fluorescence can be measured to determine the cascade process.
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Despite the one-way permanent record, more flexible feedback loops should be de-
termined because it is necessary for living organisms to adapt to the environment with
reversible responses and intensified signal records. Therefore, both a negative feedback
loop and a positive feedback loop (gene expression cascade) were reported by Folliard
et al. [44] and Kim et al. [49], respectively. For the negative feedback loop, researchers de-
signed a serine integrase (with RDF)-based negative feedback loop to demonstrate that the
capability of reversible genetic circuits could regulate cell population behavior (Figure 7e).
In each single cell, the relative ratio between “integrases” and “integrases + RDFs” worked
as feedback control factors to alternate this cell’s performance, which was organized as
the population with a relative-balanced state [44]. On the contrary, the scalable cascade
circuit enabled the sequential expression of multiple genes by one trigger (Figure 7f). The
engineered all-in-one circuit could exhibit a fluorescent protein expression cascade, and
alternatively trigger a gene-editing cascade [49].

5.4. DNA Assembly

Basic biological parts can be predictably assembled to build up complex genetic cir-
cuits for functionalization. In molecular cloning, the general strategy for biological part
construction and assembly often uses one of the following methods: restriction enzyme
digestion and ligation, TOPO cloning, golden gate assembly, gateway cloning, and gib-
son assembly [50]. In addition, serine integrases, which are a classic DNA manipulable
subfamily, can also be engineered to develop useful molecular cloning methods.

Until now, serine integrase-based molecular cloning strategies have been developed
for linear DNA fragment assembly and circular DNA molecule assembly. Colloms et al.
reported a rapid procedure that phiC31 integrase could catalyze five linear DNA fragments
with overlapped orthogonal attP/attB pairs to successfully assemble and produce an
integrated plasmid with an entire metabolic pathway (Figure 4d) [32]. To demonstrate
the generalization, the authors chose and characterized three pathways: the carotenoid
biosynthetic pathway, the lycopene biosynthetic pathway, and the violacein biosynthetic
pathway. In these tests, the number of integrated genes could be easily measured by cell
pellet color visualization and restriction enzyme digestion. Moreover, this strategy could
also substitute, add, and vary assembled genes. In another study, Wang et al. tested
four serine integrases (phiBT1, TG1, phiRv1, and Bxb1) for screening the best one for
in vitro DNA assembly, in which Bxb1 displayed the highest efficiency and was utilized
to assemble a three-gene lycopene biosynthetic pathway as a proof [92]. Similarly, Gao
et al. assembled the erythromycin gene cluster by serine integrases for the production of
a secondary metabolite in Streptomyces [76]. Abioye et al. created a high fidelity one-pot
DNA assembly strategy for the construction of the β-carotenoid pathway [75]. In summary,
serine integrase-based linear DNA fragment assembly provides an alternative strategy for
molecular cloning.

All above mentioned approaches typically require the preparation of multiple linear
DNA fragments in advance by polymerase chain reaction (PCR), which suggests that there
is a lack of a simple strategy for multi-circular DNA molecule assembly. Recently, Ba
et al. established a one-pot plasmid assembly approach and demonstrated that orthogonal
integrases could facilitate the assembly of engineered “Donor” and “Acceptor” plasmids
in vitro to construct composite plasmids (Figure 4e). As an example, the authors assembled
distinct chromoprotein genes, generating novel colored E. coli strains [50].

6. Serine Integrases Accelerate the Synthetic Biology Research

In 2000, the innovation of the genetic toggle switch [34] and repressilator [35] rep-
resented the beginning of synthetic biology research. After more than 10 years, the first
serine integrase-based genetic converter was designed in 2012 [36]. After that, serine inte-
grase accelerated synthetic biology over the next decade with many remarkable milestones
(Figure 3). The emerged designs covered multidisciplinary fields. Here, we systematically
summarize the published papers and propose a scheme within the “design-build-test-
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learn” cycle, including three modules as “input-process-output” genetic workflow, and
three independent dimensions as host organism, external carrier, and enabling technology
(Figure 8).
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Input signals enable cells to sense and respond the external environment for altering
their metabolism and behavior (Figure 8, middle left). Up to now, the main inducers for
serine integrase expression are chemical molecules [43] such as arabinose, anhydrotetra-
cycline, 2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol (DAPG), and some metal ions like cadmium [93] with
strictly regulated inducible circuits to prohibit leakage. In addition, some studies showed
other physical factor-induced serine (or tyrosine) integrase-manipulated genetic circuits.
For example, two tyrosine recombinases Cre and FLP could be redesigned to respond to
light and worked as optogenetic tools [94,95]. Although other physical factors have not
been utilized as inducers for regulating integrase, the well-optimized designs that respond
to sound [96], temperature [97], electricity [98], and magnetism [99] have been reported
and may be potentially utilized.

The signal process occurs when the recipient receives the input signals and converts
them into genetic information (Figure 8, middle). Unique properties of serine integrase
like site-specific, orthogonality, predictable, and high efficiency, empower it as a genetic
information processor. The simple Boolean logic gates could be designed as single-layered
circuits (e.g, binary counting module [48], and “keys match locks” module [50]), and also
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could be assembled as multilayered networks [100] such as amplifier [38], allocator [100],
genetic cascades [49], feedback loops [44], and modified genetic barcodes [63].

Depending on genetic information processing, the host can export diverse outputs
(Figure 8, middle right). The general output signal is fluorescence, including fluores-
cent proteins and luciferases. Additionally, engineered microorganisms could produce
amyloid fibers [59] and natural products [76,82,101] as output signals. Furthermore, the
processed signals enable bacteria to reprogram their phenotypes. An impressive work
by Kasari et al. reported the decoupling of E. coli growth and production by removing
the chromosomal origin of replication (relying on the phiC31 expression under the con-
trol of temperature-sensitive cI857 repressor), which caused the elongation phenotype of
E. coli as filaments [102]. E. coli cells could also become spheres by removing the mreB
gene [103]. Another phenotype change is cell differentiation. Recently, Zúñiga et al. [41]
and Williams et al. [51] engineered two integrase-mediated differentiation circuit series to
create multicellular diversities from one E. coli mother cell.

As previously reported, serine integrases were active in a wide range of hosts, includ-
ing not only prokaryotes (E. coli [66], Pseudomonas [104], Rhodococcus [105], and other non-
model bacteria [56]), but also eukaryotes (Saccharomyces cerevisiae [67] and mammalian cell
lines [68–71,106,107]), animals (Drosophila [63] and mouse [72]), and plants (tobacco [62,73]
and Arabidopsis [61,74]) (Figure 8, top). However, it is necessary to provide other carriers for
microorganisms to resist extreme environments for practical applications such as capsules
for engineering living therapeutics [64], hydrogels for bacteria protection [108], and in situ
DNA brushes [60] for memory materials design (Figure 8, bottom left).

It is worth noting that the application of serine integrases in synthetic biology could not
be achieved without the support of diverse enabling technologies (Figure 8, bottom right).
The most important ones are bioinformatics and artificial intelligence, which can provide
powerful tools for the new recombinase discovery [39,58,109–114], bioinformatic modeling
and prediction [115–118], structure analysis [19,22,119,120], etc. Relying on the supports
of computer science, serine integrases and their att sites could be designed, analyzed,
and evolved [121] as variants with diverse properties (e.g., affinity [17,106,122], catalytic
efficiency [106,123–126], specificity [12,120,127], orthogonality [124,128], and chimerism [129]).
Furthermore, other technologies including cell-free protein synthesis [130], microfluidics [131],
and artificial cells [132,133] will support the research of serine integrases (or tyrosine
recombinases) in different synthetic biology applications.

7. Conclusions

In this review, we systematically summarized the achievements of serine integrases
over the past decade. First, we introduced the structure and catalytic mechanism of serine
integrases. Second, we outlined the landmarks within the time frame of the past ten
years. Then, we classified the applications of serine integrases such as genome engineering,
genetic design, DNA assembly, among others. Finally, a schematic overview of serine
integrase-based synthetic biology exhibited the interdisciplinary crosstalk among synthetic
biology, materials science and engineering, chemical engineering, biomedical engineering,
and bioinformatics.

Looking forward, more research and developments of serine integrases will continue
to expand in the next decade due to their close relationship with synthetic biology. Such
direction will inspire the researchers to create more intelligent synthetic organisms and
living/non-living hybrid systems for more compelling and useful applications.
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